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Abstract— Measurement and monitoring functionality is
widely deployed in the present Internet infrastructure to gather
insight into the operation of the network. It is important to
obtain a detailed understanding of the system architectures and
workloads associated with packet measurement. We present the
results of a quantitative performance analysis of a variety of
existing measurement systems under different workloads. These
results give us an understanding of how much system resources
are necessary to support measurement in next-generation highperformance networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Next-generation computer network architectures will need
to expand in functionality and flexibility to accommodate
a range of novel technologies. Heterogeneous end-systems
ranging from extremely resource-constrained devices (e.g.,
RFID tags) to high-end servers, mobile ad-hoc networks, and
sensor networks will need to be supported and managed by
the network. Part of the ability to integrate such technologies
into the network is the ability to measure and monitor traffic,
routers, end-systems, and the state of the network in general.
In this paper, we present an analysis of measurement and
monitoring workloads, discuss different hardware architectures
for passive measurement and monitoring, and compare system
performance for different measurement tasks. The results
highlight the system-level issues of different measurement
and monitoring approaches. Using a detailed instruction-level
analysis of measurement workloads, we can extrapolate the
performance requirements of future systems. The conclusions
from this work will help us determine the system cost of
providing measurement and monitoring capabilities as part of
the network infrastructure. In particular, we attempt to answer
these questions:
1) What are the inherent processing characteristics of network measurement and monitoring workloads?
2) What are the capabilities of different measurement and
monitoring systems in terms of throughput and complexity of measurement tasks?
3) What are the scalability issues when considering monitoring of packet payloads?
4) What are the capabilities and cost of different systems
when extrapolating several years into the future?

The reason why studying these topics is relevant and timely,
is that the networking community is currently in the early
stages of defining the next-generation Internet architecture.
New protocols, system designs, and network management
mechanisms will be developed as part of this effort. The design
decisions regarding these components will heavily depend on
what information we can assume to be able to obtain from the
network. For example, in the current Internet, TCP congestion
control is based on end-system measurement with no information obtained from the network [1]. The decision of designing
TCP congestion control was based on the assumption that
the network could not provide explicit congestion notification
or other measurement and monitoring information. If such
capabilities would have been available, different–and possibly
better–TCP congestion control mechanisms could have been
developed (e.g., ECN-based congestion control [2]). Measurement and monitoring capabilities influence design decisions in
other areas of network design:
•
•
•
•

Planning and provisioning.
Run-time monitoring of links (e.g., for routing).
Security-related monitoring.
Usage-assessment and billing.

Due to the breadth of these aspects, it is important that we
explore what measurement and monitoring capabilities are
feasible to implement for a given system cost and complexity.
This will allow the community to make the best design choices
for the next-generation Internet architecture.
Section II discusses related work. Section III introduces
results from an instruction-level analysis of different measurement tasks. Section IV discusses the analysis of three existing
passive network measurement systems. Section V discusses the
implications of our results on measurement and monitoring in
next-generation networks. Finally, Section VI summarizes and
concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Considerable research efforts in the networking community
are focused on defining a new Internet architecture that not
only solves some of the problems of the current design,
but also meets future needs [3]–[5]. The design of today’s

Internet has several shortcoming that are expressing themselves in the lack of flexibility, security, and manageability.
Most of these problems are direct results of the original
design goal to have a simple, packet-switched communication
infrastructure, where the network itself was kept relatively
simple and provided basic communication between the endsystems [6]. This led to networking protocols, where most
of the complexity is implemented on the end-systems (e.g.,
retransmission of lost packets, congestion control based on
round-trip time measurements). Yet, over time, several additional functionalities have been introduced inside the network.
For example, Random Early Detection (RED [7]), Network
Address Translators (NAT [8]), Firewalls [9], and Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS, e.g., Snort [10]) are all features that
extend the capabilities of routers and the network, and cause
the Internet architecture to diverge more and more from its
original design. We expect that the Internet design will be
adapted further to accommodate the expansion of network
connectivity to mobile and ad-hoc sensor networks with endsystems having very low processing power. An increasing
number of specialized services will be required in order to
support the growing number of heterogeneous end-systems
and network technologies. Some of these services will require
measurement and monitoring capabilities inside the network.
In this paper, we consider measurement and monitoring
(MM) to be passive; i.e., results are obtained by passively
observing user traffic rather than by actively injecting probing
traffic. This MM functionality is already used widely in the
current Internet and is likely to be part of next-generation
network architectures. Typical MM functions are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Packet-level monitoring [11]–[14].
Traffic matrix estimation [15].
Flow sizes estimation [16], [17].
Heavy hitter detection [18], [19].
Anomaly detection [20].
Frequency analysis and sampling [21], [22].
Round-trip time estimation [23].

There are several ways of how to implement passive measurement and monitoring capabilities on a network node. We
consider the following three: (1) a general-purpose processing
system that runs a packet trace collection application (e.g.,
libpcap as used in tcpdump [24]), (2) a system with specialpurpose trace collection hardware and a general-purpose processing capabilities (e.g., Endace DAG [25]), and (3) a system based on an embedded multiprocessor (e.g., Intel IXP
network processor [26]). Details of these architectures are
discussed in the following section. Comparisons of generalpurpose processors and network processors for implementing
networking functions have been performed in the context of
TCP processing [27].
There are potentially two ways of operating a passive
measurement and monitoring node:
1) Offline MM. In this method all the packets seen on the
link are archived and then post-processed by running the
application on the trace.

2) Online MM. In this method the packets are processed on
transit and required statistics are collected/updated on a
per packet basis.
The feasibility of a particular method depends on the nature
of the application as well as the infrastructure available. The
offline version requires lot of storage requirements and also
the processing time is considerable. Also the offline version is
not suitable if the application is time sensitive (e.g., anomaly
detection). Therefore, we consider online measurement and
monitoring in our work. An example of one such system is
described in [28].
III. N ETWORK M EASUREMENT W ORKLOAD
C HARACTERIZATION
As in any computer system, the system workload is a
dominating factor in influencing design choices. We show
results from an instruction-level analysis of a broad set of measurement applications to illustrate processing requirements. In
Section IV, we put these results into the context of specific
system implementations.
A. Measurement Workload
To compare the performance of the above systems, we
use five benchmark applications that stress different system
components:
• Packet Count. This application maintains a simple
packet counter. This requires that each packet is processed
by the I/O interface of the MM system, but the processing
demands are very low.
• Flow Classification. This application uses the typical 5tuple of source and destination IP addresses and port
numbers and protocol type to classify a packet to a flow.
The classification is performed based on previously seen
packets, not on pre-determined rules. The data structure
used for maintaining flow information is a hash table
with a linked list for collision resolution. The processing
requirements of flow classification stress the processing
component of the system.
• HTTP Traffic Filtering. This application simply checks
the value of a header field (destination port, in this case)
to identify packets that are destined for an HTTP server.
• IP Address Anonymization. In some measurement scenarios, it is important to protect the privacy of users when
observing traffic. A common technique to remove information about source and destination of a particular packet
is to “anonymize” the IP addresses. This is typically done
in a prefix-preserving manner, which maintains the subnet
relationship between anonymized addresses while hiding
the information on the actual addresses. The process of
anonymization is typically processing intense and stresses
the processing capabilities of a measurement system. We
use a version of anonymization that has been optimized
for implementation on embedded systems [?].
• Intrusion Detection. Detecting anomalous traffic is an
important function of MM systems in order to detect
DDoS attacks, intrusion, malware, etc. This application is
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based on Snort [10], a commonly used intrusion detection
software. The processing requirements are significantly
higher than any other MM application in our tests since
intrusion detection scans the payload of packets.
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Both processing and memory access demands present potential bottlenecks in measurement and monitoring systems. In
order to explore this issue, we perform a detailed analysis of
MM applications at the instruction-level. Using PacketBench
[29], we are able to obtain simulation results that yield the
number of RISC instructions and memory accesses executed
per packet.
When analyzing applications in the networking domain, it
is important to distinguish between two types of memory
accesses: accesses to packet memory and accesses to nonpacket memory [30]. The inherent orientation towards intensive I/O in networking applications requires this separation.
Packet data, which changes between different iterations of
the same application, cannot easily be cached. Also, on highperformance network processing systems, often packet headers
and packet payload are stored in different types of memory
(i.e., SRAM for headers and SDRAM for payload). Nonpacket memory for program state, on the other hand, is
equivalent to what is considered data memory in the computer
architecture domain.
Table I shows the average number of instructions, packet
memory accesses, and non-packet memory accesses that are
performed when processing one packet. The results were
derived from processing a trace of 100,000 packets that was
collected on our university LAN. The packet sizes of this
trace represents typical Internet packet size distribution (i.e.,
dominated by 40-byte, 1518-byte, and 576-byte packets). As
expected, the number of instructions that need to be processed
per package differ considerably from 13 for Packet Count
to 3174 for Intrusion Detection. Accordingly, the number of
both types of memory accesses roughly increases with the
complexity of the application. Intrusion Detection is particularly memory intensive as it requires the scanning of packet
payloads (thus many packet memory accesses) and comparison
with a finite state machine (thus many non-packet memory
accesses).
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Fig. 1.
Cumulative Density Function of Instructions, Packet Memory
Accesses, and Non-Packet Memory Accesses.

Clearly, some MM applications contain data-dependent processing sequences. Thus, the averages presented in Table I may
not be entirely representative. Figure 1 shows the cumulative
density function for the three metrics that we consider. The
only significant variation from the average is observed for
Intrusion Detection, which is dependent on the size of the
packet. Intrusion detection consists of processing the packet
header and processing the packet payload. Header processing
requires few packet memory accesses (four 32-bit word accesses to get most of the IP header), but lots of instructions
(”baseline” of around 2200 instructions). Payload processing
creates additional packet memory accesses depending on the
packet size and a proportional number of processing instructions (note log scale).
The other applications require exactly the same amount
of processing and memory access for a large majority of
packets. For applications that only process packet headers,
we can therefore use the averages from Table I as a suitable
approximation.
IV. N ETWORK M EASUREMENT S YSTEMS
The workload results from Section III give some insight
into MM applications. In this section, we put these results
into context of three types of MM systems. Analyzing these
combinations of systems and application workloads, we can
obtain performance results that show the impact of I/O and
processing demands on different measurement and monitoring
architectures.
A. Measurement Systems
When considering measurement and monitoring system, we
need to consider the different system components that influence the overall performance. Measurement and monitoring
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•

•

I/O Processing. The network interface ports have a limitation on the maximum bandwidth they can handle. These
limits are often below the nominal link speed because of
inefficiencies in the driver and operating system software.
If the traffic rates that are fed into the system exceed the
I/O processing capabilities, packets need to be queued
and eventually dropped.
System Interconnect. The system interconnect that is
used to transmit data from the I/O subsystem to the MM
processing system can present a bottleneck because of
bandwidth limitations.
Measurement and Monitoring Processing. Each packet
requires to be processed in order to extract the information that is desired for a particular MM task. The speed
and capabilities of the general-purpose processor(s) that
perform this task determine the rate at which packets
are processed. Clearly, more complex MM tasks require
more processing power and thus reduce the rate at which
packets can be processed.

Based on these observations, we have selected three system
architectures that differ in the way I/O, MM processing, and
data transfers are implemented. While we describe each of
these systems here in abstract terms, Section IV-B shows
that each architecture corresponds to an existing measurement
system. The systems we consider are shown in Figure 2 and
can be categorized as follows:
•

•

proc.

proc.

proc.

proc.

(c) System C

Three Measurement and Monitoring Architectures.

systems need to continuously process traffic and thus need
to be able to sustain a certain bandwidth and packet rate. The
bottlenecks that limit the amount of traffic that can be handled
are:
•

network
interface

System A – Conventional Uniprocessor: This system
represents the simplest scenario of a measurement and
monitoring setup – a network interface card that collects
traffic data connected to a general-purpose processor
(e.g., workstation or server processor) that processes
the information. The connection between the network
interface and the processor is typically the system bus
(e.g., PCI bus).
System B – Uniprocessor with Specialized Hardware: This system utilizes specialized hardware (e.g., coprocessor, programmable logic devices) to aid in the high-

speed capture of packets. Possible functions of this hardware are to pre-process packets and/or more efficiently
move them between the interface and the main processor
(e.g., capturing the packet header only and performing a
DMA transfer).
• System C – Multiprocessor: This system uses a multiprocessor architecture to provide more processing power
for MM tasks. The partitioning of MM processing can
be done such that each processor performs the complete
set of MM tasks and packets are processed in parallel.
Another partitioning is such that packets are pipelined
through the processors, each of which perform a subset
of the required processing. There are a variety of tradeoffs
between these approaches [31].
From the above list, it is apparent that a combination of
specialized capture hardware and a multiprocessor is possible.
We are not aware of any currently available MM system
that uses that architecture, and thus do not consider this
combination any further. Nevertheless, it is a possible design
that may be used in future MM systems.
B. Representative Systems
To obtain realistic results, we have chosen the following
specific systems to represent each of the three MM architectures shown in Figure 2:
• System A – PC with NIC: This setup is a simple server
system based on a Intel Pentium and a Gigabit Ethernet
network interface. The system uses a conventional PCI
bus as interconnect. The processor is a 3.0GHz Pentium
4 with 256MB of RAM running a Linux 2.4.20 kernel.
• System B – Endace DAG: This setup is a highperformance, commercial network measurement system
that uses an FPGA to handle high-speed packet handling
tasks and a host processor for more complex packet
processing functions. The FPGA can transfer measurement data into memory without requiring any resources
on the host processor. The CPU can thus be dedicated
to analyzing packet data without interruption. We use a
DAG 3.7GP card placed in the PCI slot of server with a
3.0GHz Pentium processor.
• System C – Intel IXP2400: This setup uses a network
processor that is programmed to perform measurement

tasks. Network processors are embedded multiprocessor
systems-on-a-chip that are optimized for packet processing tasks. By using multiple simple processor cores, packets can be processed in parallel and high data rates can
be achieved. Commercial examples of network processors
are the Intel IXP systems [26], the Agere FPP [32], and
the Hifn PowerNP [33]. For our experiments, we use
the Intel IXP2400 with three 1Gbps Ethernet interfaces
and 8 embedded processor cores. In our implementation,
four processor cores are dedicated to handling the I/O of
packets and simple pre-MM tasks and the remaining four
processors are available for MM tasks.
We use two testbeds to generate the traffic load for measuring the performance of these systems. For Systems A and
B, we aggregate traffic from four Pentium-based workstations
through a Gigabit Ethernet switch. For System C, we use a
second IXP2400 network processor system to generate traffic
that is then fed into the measurement system. The reasons for
using two different setups are differences in the physical layer
(optical vs. copper) between measurement systems.
C. System Performance Measurement
In this set of experiments, we compare the performance of
the different systems for Packet Count and Flow Classification.
We inject a stream of minimum size UDP packets at varying
data rates. The results are shown in Figure 3. On the x-axis, we
show applied throughput measured in kilo packets per seconds
(kpps). On the y-axis to the left, we show the throughput
that was sustained by the MM system (solid line, also in
kpps). On the right y-axis, we show percentage of packets
that were dropped (dashed line). We have chosen to present
the results in packets per second rather than bits per second
since measurement tasks are per-packet and thus the results
shown are independent of the packet size.
For System A, the PC with a NIC, the plots show a
maximum data rate of 180 kpps. Beyond that rate, packet
drops increase considerably and the overall throughput even
declines. The reason for this trend is that a standard network
interface card cannot cope up with high traffic rates even for a
simple application like Packet Count. This is because the goals
of an operating system and associated hardware are often in
direct contradiction with the needs of measurement. Much of
the CPU utilization is wasted in I/O and operating system
tasks, and thus the MM application gets a smaller share of
the CPU. A similar trend has been observed previously in
[34]. This could be improved by using interrupt coalescing
techniques, which would amortize interrupt overhead over
multiple packets.
A PC with specialized hardware, i.e., the DAG card, does
not interrupt the CPU for I/O operations. Thus, the application
gets a better share of the CPU. This can be seen in the case of
System B and the Packet Count application where there are no
packet drops. In this case, System B achieves the highest data
rate of all systems because the specialized hardware component can handle measurement activities with trivial processing
requirements best. However, in the Flow Classification case,

there are packet drops seen above approximately 800 kpps.
This is because the system processor becomes a bottleneck
due to the processing complexity of the application.
To further explore the issue of CPU utilization, Figure 4
shows the CPU utilization of three different systems/workload
scenarios. Figure 4(a) shows System A with the Packet Count
application. Due to the lack of hardware support for bringing
packets into the system, the majority of CPU load is caused by
interrupt handling. This is further aggravated by the scenario in
Figure 4(b), where System A is used for Flow Classification.
Even though Flow Classification is only slightly more complex
in terms of processing (see Table I), considerably more userspace processing for the MM application is necessary. As
a result, the packet drop rate increases significantly. These
problems can be avoided by System B, which uses specialized
hardware to bring packets into the system. As Figure 4(c)
shows, practically the entire CPU can be used for MM
applications, and packet drops are limited to much higher data
rates.
In the case of System C, the network processor with multiple processing engines, there are no packet drops for either
Packet Count or Flow Classification (Figures 3(e) and 3(f)).
This is because the system takes advantage of its parallel
processing capabilities to handle high data rates and complex
processing tasks. To further illustrate the impact of parallel
processors on measurement, we have performed throughput
measurements for System C with different numbers of processors active for handling Flow Classification (in addition
to the four processors used for handling packet I/O). Figure
5 shows the performance that is achieved for 1–4 processors.
Clearly, a single processor shows the same bottleneck behavior
as System A and B did. With two or more processors, this
problem is resolved.
Overall, the system with the lowest hardware cost, the
conventional uniprocessor, can only handle small amounts
of measurement traffic. The multiprocessor performs better,
especially when the complexity of processing tasks increases.
While the hardware cost of a network processor is comparable
to that of a high-end workstation, it is very difficult to program
and thus incurs a high initial software development cost. Thus,
for simple measurement tasks (e.g., packet counting) at high
data rates, the uniprocessor with specialized hardware is the
best choice.
V. I MPLICATIONS FOR N EXT-G ENERATION N ETWORKS
From the results in Sections III and IV, we can extrapolate
several observations pertaining to the performance requirements of measurement and monitoring systems for nextgeneration networks:
• Increasing link speeds will require either specialized
hardware support for measurement systems or multiprocessor (e.g., network processor) support in order to handle
the necessary I/O into the measurement system. Note that
this clearly can be achieved since future routers will have
to handle the same data rate. In the case of MM, however,
packet will need to be handled by processing systems,
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Performance of Different Measurement and Monitoring Systems. Each subfigure shows the throughput and drop rate for different
offered loads.
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It is clearly possible to design measurement and monitoring
systems that meet the future performance requirement. But the
cost of such systems needs to be put into the context of the cost
of the networking equipment that provides the fundamental
infrastructure. In order to monitor a Gigabit link (which
needs to be able to handle several hundreds of thousands of
packets per second) using a non-trivial monitoring application
practically requires a multiprocessor system. When designing
new network architectures, it is important to keep this in mind
since the cost of such a processing system could easily exceed
that of the entire router. As a rough comparison, a Gigabit
LAN switch can be purchased for less than one hundred US
dollars. A network processor from the IXP family with a link
rate in the Gigabit per second range costs over one thousand
US dollars. Even when considering the difference in market
volume, the processing system is still relatively expensive.
For next-generation network designs, this implies that it will
not likely be possible to have intrusion detection or similar
applications running at line rate on every edge, border, or
access router.
Nevertheless, there are some solutions that can be considered to balance the need for measurement and monitoring and
the cost of MM infrastructure:
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Fig. 5. Performance of Multiprocessor System with Flow Classification
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which are different from the typical ASIC-based router
implementations.
Increasing complexity in the network may require more
complex measurement and monitoring tasks. As an immediate result, the processing requirements will increase
and possibly exceed the capabilities of a uniprocessor
system.
Advances in CMOS technology will make it possible
to build embedded multiprocessors with more processor
cores for less money and thus make multiprocessor-based
MM system design a scalable solution.

Reduction of measurement speed. Sampling can be
used to obtain partial view of the actual traffic. Several
techniques have been proposed to interpolate between
samples in the context of network measurement [22].
Reduction of measurement density. Inferencing techniques (e.g., network tomography in the context of active
measurement [23]) can yield information with few measurement locations.
Hardware support for measurement. Certain measurement tasks are well defined and could be implemented
in custom logic. If such “measurement chips” could be
mass-produced, measurement and monitoring could be
widely deployed. However, for intrusion detection and
similar applications it will probably be necessary to
continue providing general-purpose programmability to
support new algorithms that are continuously developed.
Integration with routing equipment. Some router systems already employ network processors as port processors. These systems could simply be programmed to
perform additional measurement tasks.

VI. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a discussion of three different network measurement and monitoring system architectures and
presents their respective performance for different workloads.
Our results show that multiprocessor-based measurement systems provide most performance and scalability. However, their
system cost is high and therefore we consider a number
of alternatives on how to deploy measurement capabilities
in next-generation networks. The quantitative performance
results obtained in our work can help researchers and practitioners understand performance tradeoffs in high-performance
measurement and monitoring systems and aid in future designs.
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